
Ivanti: 
Point Mobile‘s PM85 and PM90 Now Velocity Ready

Velocity, powered by Wavelink, is one of the industry-leading solutions to securely deploy Android 
mobile devices in retail and supply chain operations. Velocity's user interface was designed from 
ground up to take advantage of modern touchscreen devices to optimize your enterprise systems. 
It makes it easy to migrate your existing telnet and browser-based applications. 

Our rugged mobile computers PM85 and PM90 are now Velocity Ready, fully supporting the entire 
feature set of Velocity. Both devices run host and web-based applications without making any 
changes to your WMS, ERP or other enterprise applications. 
With Velocity and our mobile devices, your enterprise systems are secured for years to come 
helping you saving millions of dollars in development. Furthermore, Point Mobile extends the life 
cycle of PM85 and PM90 to seven years after product launch while supplying security patches and 
updates to newer Android versions, enabling customers to use the latest platform on their 
enterprise devices. 

Furthermore, both devices are part of Android Enterprise Recommended, a Google-led program 
that helps enterprises select and deploy the right mobile devices for their needs. 

For further information about Velocity, powered by Wavelink, please visit 
Ivanti's website or contact our sales department. 

www.pointmobile.co.kr
pm_mk@pointmobile.co.kr

PM85 
A 5in screen packed in a stylish 
yet rugged (IP67, 1.8m drop spec) 
housing, sporting a 1.8GHz 
processor and 3GB RAM/32GB 
ROM. If equipped with LTE, two 
SIM slots are available. PM85 has 
two Honeywell Slim Imager options 
for all everyday scanning tasks. 
Two battery options available.

PM90
Latest technology for all 
enterprise needs: 2.2GHz, 4GB 
RAM/64GB ROM out of the box 
and a bright 5in screen. It is IP67 
certified and drop protected up 
to 1.5m. PM90 can be equipped 
with LTE, Honeywell Imager, 
magnet and IC card reader and 
much more. Two battery options.


